
Trade in any old microphone & get up to $80 off  
the purchase of our new RecMic II! Contact Us for Details.

Upgrade to Our  
Best in Class RecMic II
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CAPTURE YOUR VOICE WITHOUT UNWANTED NOISE

Create clean, accurate verbal notes efficiently with the 

Olympus RecMic II. This series of desktop dictation 

microphones combines advanced technologies in 

an innovative noise canceling system ideal for noisy 

environments.

Intelligent dual microphones control the directionality 

to keep the focus on the person dictating, and suppress 

non-voice noise eliminating anything outside the human 

frequency range. In addition, a triple-layer studio-quality 

filter blocks traditionally problematic sounds including wind 

breath noise.

The RecMic II microphones retain accurate spoken audio 

without any distortion while suppressing unwanted noise, 

making desktop dictation easy.

RM-4010P Push Button Microphone

RM-4110S Slide Switch Microphone

EARN  
UP TO 
$80



RecMic II: RM-4010P & RM-4110S

Best-in-class noise canceling capabilities cover any 
environment with superior accuracy

Intuitive Configuration
The RecMic II is easily configurable with third party 

applications including web applications without having 

Olympus software running, and can be used as a USB 

Keyboard for easy control simply by changing modes.

Antimicrobial Body
The housing and buttons on every RecMic II are made of antimicrobial coating 

materials (ISO 22196). The “tolerance to alcohol” design allows for superior 

cleanability.

Professional Studio-Quality Filtering
The triple-layer pop filter uses the same technology found in professional studio 

recording microphones to block unwanted but difficult-to-eliminate sounds 

such as breath and wind vibrations.

Accurate & Clear Speech Recognition in a Noisy Environment
Dual microphone technology creates narrow directionality that focuses on the 

acoustics in front of the microphone and suppresses unwanted noise from the 

sides and back.

RECMIC II WITH STAND

For more information or to order, visit:
StartStop.com
1(866) 254-0714




